
 
 
 
  

FOOD IS POWER 
 

At Hearth we believe that food has infinite power.   
Power to nurture, heal & fuel our bodies, minds & spirits.   

Power to connect, delight, disarm, & bring joy.   
Power to create a positive impact economically, socially, & politically. 

 
HEARTH FOOD GARDEN THOUGHTFULLY PARTNERS WITH  

PRODUCERS, MAKERS & VENDORS BASED ON 
 

P.O.W.E.R 
 

P = Practices  
We support growing & making practices that honor Mother Earth.   

Our vendor practices are regenerative, resilient, sustainable & responsible. 
 

O = Ownership 
We prioritize support of independent owner operations where people created their dream out of passion.   

We especially want to help grow disenfranchised entrepreneurs, including women &  
BIPOC owned businesses, to maximize the cultural impact of our dollars. 

 

W = Wisdom & Workmanship 
We respect time honored food traditions that have been passed down to us from the ages. 

Our vendors appreciate science, revere ancient wisdom & are deeply knowledgeable about their craft.  
 

E = Extraordinary  
We are obsessed with deliciousness. Every product must go above & beyond to delight all our senses.  

 Our vendors are purveyors of magic & miracles, creating the most incredible version possible of their specialty.  
 

R = Regionality 
We strive to support local growers & makers, celebrating & strengthening the Seacoast & New England region.   

For delicacies that simply can’t be found here, we build relationships with artisanal producers who share our values. 
The relationships we are building are as nourishing as the food we are sharing. 



At Hearth we RELISH the process of ensuring  
that every single ingredient & product we choose  

is carefully reviewed to meet our POWER criteria. 
If our criteria matches your enterprise & offerings, then  

please fill out this form with as much information as possible, 
& we will be overjoyed to consider your request. 

WE PROMISE TO GET BACK TO YOU WITHIN 10 DAYS! 

“Power at its best is love implementing the demands of justice, 
& justice at its best is power correcting everything that stands against love.” 

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

When you defend idealism, you defend imagination.  
You defend possibility. You defend the world of ideas. 

The argument against idealism is the wish to be “practical” - 
the wish for an evidence-based world, the wish for proof. 

Idealism affirms the place of mystery, not knowing, and caring about things that are immeasurable. 
So, I always see the argument against idealism as the argument against democracy,  

the argument against love, the argument against justice and equity, and all the things that  
our culture has abandoned in the name of privatization and economic well-being.  

--Peter Block 

https://airtable.com/shrUVH7kJXbW0CRGk



